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 As of 1986, vaccine manufacturers are
not liable for harm caused by their products
in the US. Since that time, US taxpayers
have paid over $3.2 billion in awards to
victims of vaccine injury through the
Vaccine Injury Compensation Program.
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 There are now 72 (SEVENTY-TWO!)
doses of vaccines on the childhood
schedule. This is double the number given
in the year 2000, triple the 1980s schedule.
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PCIC recognizes the powerful influence of
PhRMA lobby. With lobbyists driven by
projected 2016 vaccine revenue of $54
billion, elected officials are under significant
pressure to push vaccines without having a full
view of the facts, science, and implications of
such laws. PCIC is working to empower
citizens to educate their legislators fully about
the subject and the inalienable right of
citizens in a free country to maintain informed
consent for ALL medical procedures.
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Learn more and get involved by
signing up at PACIC.org.
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